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Abstract. We explore the application of Small-Scale Reconﬁgurability
(SSR) to graphics hardware. SSR is an architectural technique wherein
functionality common to multiple subunits is reused rather than replicated, yielding high-performance reconﬁgurable hardware with reduced
area requirements. We show that SSR can be used eﬀectively in programmable graphics architectures to allow double-precision computation
without aﬀecting the performance of single-precision calculations and to
increase fragment shader performance with a minimal impact on chip
area.

1

Introduction

Every hardware system makes a tradeoﬀ between performance and ﬂexibility. At
one end of the spectrum, general purpose processors provide maximum ﬂexibility
at the expense of performance, area, power consumption, and price. Custom
ASICs are the other extreme, providing maximum performance at a minimum
cost, albeit for only a very narrow set of applications.
Modern graphics hardware requires both high performance and ﬂexibility,
placing it somewhere between these two extremes. Traditional intermediate hardware solutions like FPGAs are inappropriate for graphics processors because of
their large size and low performance relative to their ﬁxed-logic counterparts [1].
Small-scale reconﬁgurability (SSR) provides an attractive compromise; systems
that use SSR components can approach the high speed and small size of ASICs
while providing some specialized conﬁgurability. In this paper, we explore the
applicability of SSR to programmable graphics hardware.
The simplest example of a reconﬁgurable component is two fully functional
components connected with a multiplexer (see Fig. 1). Although these two components are disjoint, in typical usage they will contain substantially similar redundant substructures, which is precisely the situation in which SSR performs
best. Rather than replicate all of the redundant structure, one can instead reuse
common substructure within a single component.
A common SSR unit is the morphable multiplier. These multiplier-adders can
be reconﬁgured into a multiplier or an adder in a single cycle. When used to
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Fig. 1. A naı̈ve implementation of reconﬁgurable hardware can be built by simply
multiplexing between two distinct, unmodiﬁed units (a), but a more eﬃcient design
would reuse common substructure to avoid replication (b)

create single-precision ﬂoating point units, morphable multipliers yield a nearly
17% reduction in total area when compared to the sum of the sizes of their
constituent parts [2].
Graphics processors, like specialized multimedia processors and DSPs, are a
particularly suitable target for SSR due to their vector-processor like operations. When the same operation is performed repeatedly in SIMD fashion, reconﬁguration and its associated overhead is infrequently needed, and any cost
can be amortized over many instructions. Furthermore, SSR-based components
typically have lower static power requirements because less hardware goes unused.

2

Related Work

Dynamically reconﬁgurable hardware has been a popular topic in recent computer architecture literature, especially in the FPGA and reconﬁgurable computing communities. The conﬁgurability of these systems serves myriad design
goals, among them improved performance, power, area, and fault tolerance characteristics.
Even et al. describe a dual mode IEEE multiplier—a pipelined unit capable
of producing one double-precision or two single-precision multiplications every
clock cycle with a three cycle latency [3]. The authors argue that the reuse of
substructure yields a cheap device that performs well for both precisions. They
further claim that the single precision mode is particularly useful for SIMD
applications, like graphics, because it is conducive to systems on which the same
operation is regularly repeated on large numbers of data points.
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Guerra et al. explore built-in-self-repair (BISR) and its application to fault
tolerance, manufacturability, and application-speciﬁc programmable processor
design [4]. Previous work in the area of dynamic repair had made use of specialized redundant units to replace damaged units; their paper describes the
synthesis of more general units that can replace any of several units on a chip
when damage is detected. The authors coin the term HBISR (heterogeneous
BISR) for the technique.
A morphable multiplier is a device capable of performing either a ﬂoating point
multiply or add using the same hardware structure [2]. Morphable multipliers
require less area than the sum of the area needed for a separate multiplier and
adder (in fact, they require only slightly more than a multiplier alone), while
imposing negligible performance penalties.
Metrics like area, performance, and power are easily quantiﬁed, but it is less
obvious how to measure the increasingly important metric of hardware ﬂexibility.
Compton and Hauck have deﬁned a testing method and quantiﬁcation metric
for ﬂexibility of reconﬁgurable hardware [5]. Other examples of relevant research
in reconﬁgurable hardware include Kim et al. [6] and Chiou et al. [7].
The work in this paper makes use of Brook [8], a stream-based programming language which allows the programmer to write general-purpose applications for a GPU without worrying about the sometimes byzantine details of
GPU programming. Our experiments all use Chromium [9] to intercept and analyze streams of graphics commands made by real applications. The primary
advantage of using Chromium is that we ensure that our workloads are not contrived. Although we use Brook and Chromium without modiﬁcation, we have
enhanced the Qsilver graphics architectural simulator [10, 11] to model the necessary aspects of the fragment pipeline. A detailed description of our modiﬁcations to QSilver and our experimental setup are presented in Sect. 3 and
Sect. 4.

3

Simulation Setup

Qsilver is a simulation framework for graphics architectures that can simulate
low-level GPU activity for any existing OpenGL application [10]. Qsilver uses
Chromium [9] to intercept and transform an OpenGL application’s API calls
and create an annotated trace that encapsulates geometry, timing, and state
information. This trace serves as input to the Qsilver simulator core, which
performs an accurate timing simulation of the graphics hardware and produces
detailed statistics.
Qsilver is conﬁgured at runtime with a description of its pipeline. In these
experiments we simulate an NV4x-like architecture, with a pipeline conﬁguration
similar to that of NVIDIA’s 6800 GT, so we conﬁgure Qsilver to model a system
with 6 vertex pipelines and 16 fragment pipelines. The fragments are tiled in
blocks of 2 × 2, so we eﬀectively have 4 tile pipelines, each of which can process
4 fragments simultaneously. NV4x GPUs use a similar tiled conﬁguration in the
fragment engine [12].
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To account for modiﬁcations to the fragment pipeline, we enhanced Qsilver to track fragment shader activity. Our modiﬁed Qsilver simulator stores a
per-triangle identiﬁer which uniquely speciﬁes which, if any, fragment shader
was bound when that triangle was being rendered. We also store the text of
the fragment shaders so that they can be analyzed by the Qsilver simulator
core.
Both of the following experiments hold ﬁxed the graphics pipeline described
above and focus on the programmable path of the fragment engine. While the
NV4x vertex engine follows a MIMD architecture, its fragment engine is truly
SIMD in nature. Additionally, in many modern games the majority of fragments
are shaded by fragment programs (see Fig. 5), so we focus our eﬀorts on the
programmable path in the fragment engine.
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Fig. 2. Baseline fragment units used for comparison. Stage 2 can take up to three
4-channel operands, one of which directly feeds the ADD units and whose data path
is represented here by dashed lines. Note the additional data paths that cascade the
ADD units; these allow for a single-pass dot product [13].

Our baseline fragment pipeline, depicted in Fig. 2, is similar to that found in
NV4x GPUs1 . A single fragment unit contains two stages; four-channel fragments
(RGBA) reach stage 1 from either the rasterizer or fragment pipeline loopback.
Stage 2 can execute instructions in parallel with stage 1 in dual-issue mode
as well sequentially, taking its operands from the output of stage 1. Crossbars
route operands to the appropriate functional units, and Special Function Units
(SFUs) are used to perform special scalar operations like reciprocal square root.
The fragment units can also operate in co-issue mode, whereby a single 4-channel
data path functions as two distinct data paths, with independent instructions
executing in parallel, on the same unit, across these two data paths—e.g., a
3-vector and a scalar, or two 2-vectors [12].
1

Based on those details that have been made available to the public or indirectly
obtained via patents and extensive benchmark tests. For additional details, see [12]
and [13].
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Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe two experiments we performed to validate our hypothesis that using SSR components in a modern GPU architecture can beneﬁt certain applications. We show improved performance in the recent game
Doom III with only a minimal impact on GPU die area and also demonstrate
that double-precision ﬂoating point capabilities can be added to the fragment
pipeline without aﬀecting the performance of single-precision applications.
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Fig. 3. Proposed SSR fragment units for the ﬁrst experiment. FAC modules are Flexible
Arithmetic Units, and they replace each of the ADD and MUL units in our baseline
architecture.

4.1

Increased Throughput

We ﬁrst compared the simulated performance of the NV4x-like fragment pipeline
to that of an SSR fragment pipeline architecture, whose fragment units are
depicted in Fig. 3. The fragment units in our target SSR architecture are similar
to those in the baseline architecture; however, we replace both the multipliers and
adders in stages 1 and 2 with single-precision Flexible Arithmetic Units (FACs).
An FAC can be very quickly reconﬁgured to perform either a multiplication or
an addition and uses only slightly more gates than a multiplier. With current
technology, these FACs can produce a result every cycle and can be reconﬁgured
between cycles, assuming a 400 MHz clock and a two-stage pipeline [2]. Finally,
in the ﬁrst set of FACs in our SSR architecture, we duplicate the accumulate
data paths from the baseline architecture’s ADD units. These data paths require
a trivial amount of additional area overhead.
In addition to supporting all the existing functionality of our baseline units,
the modiﬁed SSR units provide new scheduling opportunities beyond those of the
baseline. First, the baseline fragment pipe is only capable of performing a single
full-precision 4-vector addition per pass in stage 2 [13], while the SSR pipeline
is capable of performing three in one pass—one in stage 1 and two chained
additions in stage 2 (see Fig. 4a). Moreover, there is more freedom to schedule
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dot product and multiply-accumulate operations, both of which are extremely
common in fragment programs. For example, the SSR pipeline can execute a 32bit 3-channel dot product (DP3) and dependent scalar-vector multiplication—
e.g., the expression (A · B)C—in a single pass by computing the per-channel
multiply of A and B in stage 1, accumulating the channel products to obtain
A · B in the ﬁrst set of FACs in stage 2, and performing a scalar-vector multiply
in its second set of FACs (Fig. 4b). Extending this scheduling approach to coissue conﬁgurations is straightforward.
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Fig. 4. Two example conﬁgurations that provide additional scheduling opportunities
for the SSR fragment pipeline

Given these additional scheduling opportunities and the known scheduling
constraints of NV4x GPUs, we hand-scheduled fragment programs intercepted
from a 50-frame Doom III demo (see Fig. 5), which was then simulated under Qsilver. We used NVShaderPerf 2 —a utility that displays shader scheduling
information for NVIDIA hardware—to schedule programs for our baseline architecture simulation. While NV4x GPUs have dedicated hardware for performing common half-precision operations in parallel with full-precision operations,
none of the fragment programs tested included any half-precision operations.
However, to be sure of a legitimate comparison of performance along the fullprecision path, we forced NVShaderPerf to schedule programs for our NV4x-like
architecture using the full-precision path only. We limited program schedules for
the SSR architecture to the full-precision path as well.
From the simulation of this data stream, we obtained a 4.27% speedup over the
entire graphics pipeline for the SSR architecture. Equally as important, based on
conservative inverter-equivalent gate count estimates3 , each FAC requires 12,338
2
3

Uniﬁed compiler version 77.80.
All area estimates are given in terms of inverter-equivalent gate area unless otherwise
speciﬁed.
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(b)

Fig. 5. Screen captures from Doom III. On the left, the color of each pixel is modulated
to indicate which fragment program generated it. The right image is the unmodiﬁed
rendering from the game. Notice that the majority of pixels are generated by programmable fragment shaders.

gates, only 710 more than a single-precision multiplier (11,628 gates). Replacing the adders (7,782 gates) requires 4,556 additional gates. This additionally
requires the small overhead of a multiplexer to conﬁgure the FACs. Given these
gate estimates, with 16 fragment pipelines, the cost of our proposed use of SSR
is 382,464 gates, which is less than 0.2% of the total area of NVIDIA’s 6800 GT
(an estimated 222 million transistors[14]).
4.2

Dual-Mode IEEE Adders and Multipliers

The GPGPU and scientiﬁc computing communities would like to have the ability
to perform double-precision calculations on the GPU. Unfortunately for them,
the gaming industry drives the graphics hardware industry, and games do not
currently require double-precision. We present a method here that can satisfy
the demands of the scientiﬁc community without compromising the performance
of the single-precision path so crucial to video game performance.
A dual-mode ﬂoating point unit is a small-scale reconﬁgurable unit capable of
performing two simultaneous single-precision operations or one double-precision
operation. Dual-mode units can be fully pipelined to produce results every cycle.
Like other SSR units, dual-mode multipliers and adders require internal multiplexers for path selection. Additionally, they require a rounding unit capable of
ﬂexible rounding modes. The total additional structure for this modiﬁcation is
insigniﬁcant [3].
We simulate a pipeline in Qsilver that uses dual-mode multipliers and adders
in the fragment engine, where we replace pairs of single-precision FPUs in the
baseline architecture with a single corresponding dual-mode FPU. This eﬀectively gives us an 8-wide double-precision fragment engine with approximately
half the throughput of the single-precision conﬁguration. Double-precision conﬁguration also requires that we retask pairs of 32-bit registers as single 64-bit
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registers. With half as many fragment pipelines, each double-precision pipe has
the same number of available 64-bit registers as each single-precision pipe has 32bit registers (four 32-bit registers per fragment in the case of NV4x GPUs [12]).
By a similar argument, the bandwidth requirements for the memory and register bus systems in 8-wide double-precision mode should not exceed those of the
original 16-wide single-precision conﬁguration.
We have conservative area estimates for a double-precision adder and multiplier of 13,456 gates and 37,056 gates, respectively. The real overhead here comes
from replacing each pair of single-precision FPUs with one dual-mode FPU, at
an approximate cost of 815,744 gates over the entire fragment engine, or 0.4%
of the 6800 GT’s total area. Note that we have modiﬁed only the multiplication and addition units, so additional precision is not available for specialized
operations such as logarithms or square roots. Although many scientiﬁc applications would beneﬁt greatly from high precision addition and multiplication
alone, a full double-precision arithmetic engine would be ideal. Dual-mode reciprocal, square-root, logarithm, and other specialized units are a topic for future
exploration.
To validate our SSR-based graphics architecture capable of both single- and
double-precision, we traced four Brook demo programs through Qsilver:
1.
2.
3.
4.

bitonic sort, a parallel sorting network
image proc(25,25), an image convolution shader
particle cloth(5,10,15), a cloth simulation
volume division(100), a volume isosurface extractor.

The results are summarized in Table 1. This table lists the cycle counts for each
application in both single- and double-precision modes. Note that the doubleprecision calculations never require more than twice as long as the corresponding
single-precision calculation. Because the timing results are identical for dualmode units conﬁgured in single-precision mode and dedicated single-precision
units, we have shown that by using SSR we can add double-precision addition and
multiplication to the graphics pipeline with only a modest increase in gate count
and without aﬀecting the performance of the commonly-used single-precision
path.

5

Conclusions

We have extended Qsilver to record information on fragment program state in
its annotated trace. Our modiﬁed Qsilver core then uses this new information,
along with fragment program listings and timing information, to model the programmable fragment engine of an NV4x-like architecture. With this framework
in place, we have demonstrated the applicability of Small-Scale Reconﬁgurability to graphics architectures. We have shown that it is possible to increase the
throughput of the fragment engine with only a small increase in die area. In addition, we have demonstrated that dual-mode multipliers and adders can provide
double-precision in the fragment engine to support scientiﬁc computing in the
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Table 1. Single- and double-precision GPGPU computations using SSR. Each application comes with the Brook distribution. The 32-bit cycles row shows the GPU cycle
count for our NV4x-like architecture. Note that these timings are identical whether we
are using a dual-mode unit conﬁgured in single-precision mode or a dedicated singleprecision unit. The 64-bit cycles row shows the cycles required for double-precision
after reconﬁguration. As expected, none of the programs takes more than twice as long
with double-precision than with single-precision.

Demo bitonic sort image proc particle cloth volume division
32-bit cycles
64-bit cycles
32-bit→64-bit speedup

468
877
.534

1,292
2,525
.512

19,504
38,959
.501

254,923,418
509,846,783
.500

GPGPU community with no detriment to the gamers who drive the market. The
vector-like operations performed on GPUs make them a particularly good target
for such techniques, since need for reconﬁguration is rare in SIMD environments,
and since the cost of reconﬁguration is amortized over many operations.

6

Future Work

The fragment engine is one of many elements of the graphics pipeline. Applications of SSR will likely yield similar performance improvements in other units
as well. Another area of exploration that is likely to be fruitful for SSR is power
consumption. Whenever portions of a chip are unused, they use no dynamic
power, but they leak static power. By their very nature, SSR components are
rarely idle, and should therefore leak a minimum of static power. Power leakage is currently a major issue with GPUs, and reducing leakage becomes crucial
as continuing improvements in chip manufacturing technology exacerbate this
problem [10].
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